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Ehe director must have a special attitude of mind.

Ctherwise he will become dry as dust. The right attitude or

mind is to start with a vacuum and to create everything from

the very beginning. Each moment must ho a creative one.

Before tho director begins to work. he must see that his cast

égAggtive and ready to work, and responsive to him.

One way to approach a scene is to discover the space

and the other qualities relating to the scene, which will add

color. Cnc approach is through tho imagination, and another

is through exploring the scenic world: height. depth. space,

etc. Try to find a 'csturo which'will be part of the Spine

of the scene.

00 not discuss tho play and the characters. Instead.

discuss the Method, or rehearse. The Mathod's aim is never to

speak. but always to do. it is better to prepare more and to

avoid intellectual conversation. lhc director must work on

each oxorciso until he feels that he has.cxplored all its possi-

bilities. Ho must find a batter and more complete form all

the time. It is very helpful to try and look at the end of an

imaginary performance; from time to time you Just see the play

comnlctcl‘ - see it as a finished uroduct. in 'our in vination. . J
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you must bring the curtain down, and try to realize what was

 

the most important moment in the pl" - YOU 'ill £03 roal in-

spiration from this, and it will lead you in the right way.

to this way you will see the real idea or the play, which be-

COmes clear only at the and of it. You will get a special eye

for your play.

Criticiggflpf second rohgggoalu

1. What is the purpose or the ox‘rciso? in what way

 

does it relate to the play? Shia must ho told to the cost

before they begin to work on it.

2. don't use the word ”fool." oso

 

senoo." etc.

3. if possible lot your cast dit and rest when you

are not working with the body. Ihis will economize the activity

and you will get the most from their full power. if you really

explore the psychological gesture; you will iixd that gower

Coming from bohind you differs from the power in front or you.

In ordor to do the psychological seofiure, you oust not only

  
use your imagination, but your whole body.

in the play can be understood from doing these simple psycho-

logical gestures. Through them you will reach iho traded]

underlying 1 play, without

A c_oative state

  

  
y to Jake this creative

 

we start with one chh  J" D
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etc. The director must always pay great attention to the

questions asked by his cast, as they will be or great help to

him in clarifying his ideas. He must know why his east is

doing certain things. He can change his opinion about the

play as ho digs deeper into it. ho must grow with the

cast and develop as he begins to know the play hotter.

TIME, SPACE, ENERGY. QUALITY - PSYCHOLOGICAL GESTURE

Jaquoe-aalcrozo gives us a definition of rhythm

as TIME. SPACE. AhD ELERGY. Tho composition of those things

can give different rhythmical patterns. In our psychological

gestures we can express many differences in time. He must have

a feeling of time so that in one psychological gesture we can

fool the passing of many years, or the passing of a few moments,

whichever our purpose requires. The fooling of time is given

through our gesture so that we can feel it as we want. This

is one of the beautiful qualities of the gesture which the

human body can produce. .

And so with space. He can have the feeling that our

gesture encompasses miles and miles. The human body gives us

the possibility to imagine and feel infinite space. This is

also true of energy or activity: so are able to use different

kinds of activity by those gestures. He can use the same

gesture but the condition of the activity can differ. For

example, it is possible to produce the illusion of volcanic

power.

A whole world is contained in those throe beautiful

 

words - TlHE. SPACE. and Si - to which we must add

another word. QUALITY. For example. is it soft. is it hard.
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is it rude. is it happy, is it sad? These and eBay other things

are experienced in quality Under this thing, qualitg

we must understand many things. ihercforc. the psychological

e on the stage or in our life.I
ngesture is not the gesture we u

it is a special kind of gesture which is rich and without

boendaries. It is the greatest aid to us.

For example. if we are speaking about a play. let

us say r n Fuixoto, and we find that the idea of this play is

to Show idealism under the guise of stupidity, no can Speak

about this. but whether we feel the space. time. or quality

of Don Quixoto's life, we may or may not. But if we try

to imagine Jon Quixote in a psychological gesture, it means

much more than if we speak for hours and hours.about this

character. Cur bsychologicul gesture substituths for intellOCtLal

conversation about the play and the intellectual approach to

the feelings and ideas. Aobcdy can really find the idea of

the play without psychological gestures.

Hany clover and witty things can be written about

the idea of a play, but I find that in spite of the clever

things that are said. they never touch on what the author

does. 1hore's a great difference between finding the idea of

the play. or describing the play in wordo, For example,

you can describe the whole story of fiing_;225. but it will

remain a description and nothing more. Gut if you find the

gesture of hing Lear himself. then you will find the idea of
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this image. This idea includes I la, STAGE. ACTIVITY, QUALITY

and other things as well. no have the righi to find the

idea in our individual says because we are different people.

but the_intclleciunl approach to a play adds nothing to what

has already been given. Nobody can tell what Shakespeare had

in his spirit when he Vmote. In comparison. tho gesture will

help you to find the idea of the play.

The same is true of the characters. we can only

undoreiand the characters through the gestures. From the

highest idea of the play to the simplest incorporation or

one moment, we must use the same scans - the psychological

gesture. This is like bread and water to the actor. because

he needs this feeling of TIME, SPACE. ACTIVITY. and QUALITY.

The Method of onroacninn Cur Skoxohgnx

At the moment we are concentrating almost entirely

on the psychological gesture, and this is good because we

must get accustomed in this part of our work and understand

some of the difficulties. However. there are many other

possibilities for starting a skctch. But which one will be

used depends very much on the character of the sketch. ihe

director cantno all these approaches alternatively, and be

absolutely free. Do not take pedantically any suggestions

that I may give you. You are entirely frce to question and

in this may clear up difficulties. Difficulties are good

because they mean we are going deeper and deeper into the

undorstanding.
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THE SPINE 0R MAIN LINEITHE WHOLE.

it is absolutely necessary in preparing a sketch or

play to find, in time. the spine or main line of the play.

This is sometimes called the idea of the play. in trying to

find this idea, directors and actors of today begin to use

their intellects and find something which they call the idea.

He must escape this intellectual approach when finding the spine

or main line or idea. The whole Method I am trying to give

you is directed towarde escaping this bad way of intellectualiz-

ing about the play, which kills the possibility to be in the

our: of the play. ihe intellect is not able to enter into the

cure of the play. t kills it.

IMAGINE THE PLAY AFTWR THE CURTAIN IS DOWN:

We must find the approach to the spine of the play.

[here is one very helpful principlo. imagine we are looking

at a very good performance. imagine that we have seen one

act. another. and the third act. the curtain is down. we

continue to sit in the theatre ano are open to the impression

we have received. Try to understand what is going on in your

soul at such a moment. You are living through the most important

thing in the performance: the idea. the spine, the main line,

the whole. This is only possible when the play is ever be-

cause there is this beautiful moment when you can catch with

your whole being the result of the whole play. And what is

this result? t is the aim, the spine, the idea, the main

line. .erheps you are able to mine this moment with your

intellect - not yet. ihis ie not necessary.

   fléiflfl that you are 301
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Iou must imagine that you are looking at this sketch which is

not yet prepared. Xou must look at some pictures which you

have already created, and then pull down the curtai? in your

imagination. Low you wait until you feel that something is

growing in your imagination as a result of your attempts to

look at the sketch as if it were performed and the curtain had

come down. ihis is a well from which you will get many inspi-

rations for finding the main idea. Each director and each

actor must try to do this. From time to time it is necessary

to repent this act of going through the performance and bringing

the curtain down. in order to see how the sketch has grown.

Tolstoy suggests that if you are very angry with

someone. try to perform the whole act of your anger up to the

moment when you see the“ reaction of the other person. At

the moment you see this reaction you will an larger wish to

do or say the angry things. When,you have seen the result -

the curtain is down and your enemy is lying before you helpless —

what more is there to do? There is nothing to do but help him

up and get rid of yourself. Therefore. the result of all the

evil things you wish to do is exactly the opposite!

The director must always find the difference between

action and acting. ihe action is the preparation for acting.

let us supeoso your psychological gesture is "pushingfl

Rho purer your pushing is at the beginning - that is in the

slutonic world - the richer will be your gushing in the

world of the performance. And this Hill create a persuasive
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thing for the audience.

The director must always try to give the purest

form of the psychological geeture. otherwise bad habits and

ideas will develop. which have to be uprooted later.

Criticism of the Third Rehearsal: The Fishing Scene

1. You must remind your cast as often as possible.

until everybody will understand. that each psychological gesture

is given in order to explore some depths. Without this re-

eindor to the cast the gesture in often done without achieving

the beet results, because the actors forget that the goeture

is being done only to exyloro and not for acting.

2. You did not tell your cast clearly_enough what

the purpose of your psychological gesture waer'VEor example,

to penetrate.

3. You referred to the phyeieel part of the exercise.

We have no purely physical exercises, ouch exercise has its

physical and psychological side.

b. You gave the action too vaguely. You must give

a clear physical and psychological gesture: for example.

to penetrate - force the knees. cheat. heed, and forehead

forward - that would clearly describe the gesture.

5 the director must have a very‘clenr idea of what

he is doing. and of the series of psychological gestures which

will lead his cast the right way. Through such a series of

gestures you can awaken feelings. interpretation, etc. You
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You could explore the penetrating gesture with the gosturo of

ooinx yushed from behind, and compare the two.

6. Don't use the word “objective." In our aonsa this

meaxm tho task which the director gives the actor to Q2.

4.

It would he better to use tho word “result, aim," one.

7. The Abyss: Lovor tell your actors that they are

standlng before an abyss. You must tell them to imavino a

figure standing before an abyss.

8. In order to experience a sensation of "roliof,"

you must tell the actors why and how thoy are relieved. You

should give them a psychological gesture for this. tho oppos; -
      

gesture to tho one which you gave to ponotrato. For instance,

stand and imagine that you are going down, down. down. This

will holp you to understand what it means to go down into

an abyss. But if you stand and say that the floor in front

of you is an abyss. you must be crazy. You could approach

the problem in another way: through the psychological gesture,

in which case you would toll your actoro to send their centers

down.

9. You cannot oxnlorg and gog; at the same time.

To explore you must have an unlimited amount of power. In

doing a very clear psychological couture. you must have a lot

of power. If you ask your actors to stand before on abyss

and feel at the some time. you will over-strain their powers.

CONDITIONS:

The world of real life and the world of imagination

are two antiroly difforont worlds. In the world of imagina-
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tien you can do anything you wish. Imagine that you see a

throne with its heavy golden frame. Then open your eyes and

see an ordinary chair. Through your imagination it will be

possible for you to egg the chair as the throne. We have the

ability to imagine and the ability to understand conditions.

The actor undcrotando the "condition" and fuses it with the

aura which he has created in his imagination. At the moment

tho actor loses the fooling of the "condition“ as such. he will

be mad. 3y "condition" we mean accepting something as a symbol

of something else: for instance. the chair is the symbol of

the throne. We use tho word "symbol" hero in its simplest form.

The abyss“ exercioc would have been all right if the

director had first given his cast the possibility to imagine

the aura. We must either start from the imagination or from

going - for instance, the psychological gesture. In this

case the director did not give hie actors an imaginary thing

because it won too real. and it was not a QQéEE thing because

there was nothing to do. If the actors had really been able

to realize the abyss, they would have been and. The right

way would have been to give the exercise either as a psycho-

logical gesture to be explored, or as an imaginary exercise.

It fell between the two poles - imagination and action.
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  YHE FISHIHG S

CAST

A 13-year old boy whose stepfather is on the dang.

The mother of the bay. First husband drowned on the magi.

Second husband on tho Jana. Sick child at home.

Riddle-aged spinster

Girl of 15 - only brother out at sea.

01d woman whose husband and sons were drowned many years

ago.

Young woman with baby - husband on the Jana — only

nan saved.

01d woman - sometimes thought to ha a witch.

Ynung bride from the city. husband on the Jane.

Young girl in love with man who has married the city girl.

Cno fisherman who returns on the Jana.
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Catherine
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thirst

Amie.
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A 13-year old boy whose stepfather

is on the Jangg son of Gretel

mother or the boy. First husband

drowned. Second husband on the

Jane. Sick child at home.

fiiddle-agod Hanan with two sans out

at sea.

Kiddie—aged spinater; two nephews

out at sea.

' vnly brother out at can: an orphan

Sea has taken all her man.

Her-hqsbnnd is on the Jana.

cld woman

In love with Felicity's young husband.

who is on the turn.

Young bride from the city. nusband

on the Juno.

Cnly fisherman saved on the Jang.


